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The Holiday Handwriting School
Mrs Holiday was at school with three students. The three students sat at their desks. The three students were Santa, Easter Bunny, and Tooth Fairy.
The Tooth Fairy spoke to the classroom. She spoke about her hard walks as a Tooth Fairy. The Tooth Fairy did not like that she wrote little. Mrs. Holiday told her many fairies write little, but she could learn to write bigger.
Mrs. Holiday asked Santa to speak. Santa said he liked the cookies and milk. He did not like when he did not like when his gloves were dirty because he would get the paper he wrote on dirty. Mrs. Holiday told Santa to relax when he wrote notes.
Easter Bunny jumped out of his seat. Relaxing is not easy for rabbits. Easter Bunny told the class that when he wrote notes he could not stay still.
Mrs. Holiday gave Fairy a present. The present was a pen with a light so fairy could write in the dark. Fairy gave Mrs. Holiday a hug and said Thank you.
Mrs. Holiday told Santa to take off his gloves. She told him to rub his hands together to keep them warm. Santa wrote better with his gloves off. Santa thanked Mrs. Holiday.
Mrs. Holiday told Easter Bunny to relax. Santa and Fairy helped Easter Bunny relax. Easter Bunny was happy he could stay still. Easter Bunny thanked Mrs. Holiday, Santa, and Tooth Fairy.
Santa, Tooth Fairy, and Easter Bunny celebrated doing a good job writing. Mrs. Holiday gave them cookies, milk, carrots, and cheese to celebrate.
School was all done for Santa, Tooth Fairy, and Easter Bunny.

Fairy told Mrs. Holiday to look under her pillow.

in the morning. They all said goodbye and left school.
in the morning Mrs. Holiday looked under pillow. She found a dirty glove, carrot, and tooth with a note that read "We love you Mrs. Holiday. We will visit you next year." Fairy Santa Mrs. Holiday was happy.

The End